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Phoenix – After five years of research and writing, Aaron Berman is pleased to announce 

the publication of Soap: The Unauthorized Inside Story of the Sitcom that Broke all the 

Rules (BearManor Media). The 456-page book is the first to explore the making of the 

Witt Thomas Harris sitcom classic Soap (1977-81), which pushed cultural boundaries of 

the day, and influenced dozens of television comedies including, most recently, Arrested 

Development. As with his previous BearManor titles, Soap: The Inside Story… was 

designed by Berman’s wife, award-winning designer Pamela Norman. 

 

For the first time ever, Soap: The Inside Story… takes readers behind the scenes of this 

series, from the producers’ battles with network censors over an earlier program, to the 

creation of enduring story lines such as the death of Peter Campbell, and Corinne and 

Tim’s devil baby.  

 

“Even though I managed to publish another book [The Gilmore Girls Companion] over 

the last five years, the writing of Soap: The Inside Story… was a long, intense affair,” 



says Berman. “In the process, I feel I’ve learned something important about the Red 

State/Blue State barriers that divide our nation today. It’s my hope that readers don’t just 

come away from reading the book with a better understanding of Soap, but a better 

understanding of where this division came from, and why it is so deep today.”   

 

Based on interviews with nearly 30 members of the cast and crew, including 

writer/creator Susan Harris, executive producers Paul Junger Witt and Tony Thomas, 

Katherine Helmond (Jessica), and directors Jay Sandrich and JD Lobue, Soap: The Inside 

Story… provides an extensive examination of every episode, and may even finally answer 

the question of what really led to the series’ premature demise. 

 

Under the name A.S. Berman, Aaron Berman is the author of four books published by 

BearManor Media, including the popular Gilmore Girls Companion and The New Horror 

Handbook. A former writer/editor for USA Today, he is a freelance writer/editor, 

compulsive BBC podcast consumer, and still amazed to find himself living in beautiful, 

bizarre Phoenix. 
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Contact Aaron Berman directly: 

asberman813@gmail.com 

http://asberman.wordpress.com/ 
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